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Towards Spoken Dialogue

i). MultiWOZ datasets leading the 
development of task-oriented over 
past four years

MultiWOZ

time

ii). The trend of TOD datasets is towards to spoken setting

Conversations are collected through text conversations in 
web chat rooms. The entire conversation is turn-by-turn.

Text Modality

 ASR and TTS parts are not modeled. There is a lack of information 
after ASR, and errors will accumulate in subsequent modules.

Models trained through text dialogue have a large gap with spoken dialogue 
scenarios, which will increase the difficulty of application.

Incomplete 
modeling

Limitation of MultiWOZ



SpokenWOZ Dialogue Corpus

Statistics of SpokenWOZ

Dataset statistics of SpokenWOZ and existing TOD datasets *: SpokenWOZ contains 4200 dialogues in the training set.

We introduce a large-scale speech-text TOD dataset named 
SpokenWOZ, which contains more than 203K annotated 
utterances, 5,700 dialogues, and the associated 249 hours of audios.



SpokenWOZ-Construction

Spoken dialogue 
collection

Data annotation

Organized 250 participants to generate 5,700 conversations by making phone calls
One participant assumes the role of the user and asks questions, Another participant plays an Agent to 
complete the user's needs and tasks and answer the user's questions.

Trained 15 professional annotators and use multiple checks to ensure annotation quality 

Inherited and expanded the annotation specifications of MultiWOZ and added dialogue action annotations 
such as Backchannel



Diversified Speech
We construct dialogue content using speakers in four countries and regions: mainland China, South Africa, Singapore, 
and Canada. The proportion is as follows:

The origins diversity of SpokenWOZ. Participants 
come from four different countries to improve the 
diversity of spoken conversations

Completely Colloquial

The conversation is generated through real-time voice calls, which is obviously different from the characteristics of textual 
dialogue. For example, when making a reservation at a restaurant:

SpokenWOZ-Challenges

China
South Africa

Singapore
Canada

Native speaker

Non-Native 
speaker

I Would like a cheap restaurant in the north area. I would like a restaurant, hmmm, cheap one please, 
meanwhile in the south area, sorry, in the north.

Textual expression in MultiWOZ Spoken expression in SpokenWOZ

62%

38%



Spoken dialogue also brings two new types of slot : multi-turn slots (cross-turn slots) and reasoning that require 
fine-grained memory slots (reasoning slot). These two slots are due to new challenges in memory and reasoning 
caused by incomplete spoken language and indirect expression.

SpokenWOZ-Challenges
Cross-Turn and Reasoning slots

Cross-Turn Slot Reasoning Slot



SpokenWOZ-Experiments

、

Policy Optimization and End-to-end Modeling experimental results

DST experimental results with different methods

We considered various types of Dialogue Agents of different sizes, 
including single-modal models below 1B (UBAR, SPACE, etc.) and 
dual-modal models of sound and meaning (SPACE+WavLM), ChatGPT 
(gpt-3.5-turbo), and 175B InstructGPT₀₀₃(text-davinci-003)

In terms of evaluation indicators, the joint accuracy JGA (the proportion 
of all slots in the current round that are correct) is used for the DST task, 
and Inform, Success (completion rate) and BLEU are used for the reply 
generation task.



https://spokenwoz.github.io/SpokenWOZ-github.io/

https://github.com/AlibabaResearch/DAMO-ConvAI/
tree/main/spokenwoz
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